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BACKSTAGE  

 

YES...MY NAME IS LUCY! 
By Wandachristine* 

 
Directed by Chuck Smith* 

 

To earn extra cash, Sarah James, a young, 
struggling Black filmmaker, decorates the set 
for an upcoming documentary on the life of 
deceased Chicagoan and Civil Rights activist, 
Lucy Hassell Montgomery. While busily 
making last minute changes, Sarah has an 
unexpected visitor…Lucy herself.  
 

 
* Ensemble member or Artistic Affiliate of American Blues Theater 

STARRING 

Deanna Dunagan Camille Robinson* 
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DIGITAL LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
To create art in a new digital format, we use equipment and high-speed internet not available in 
many Indigenous communities. This technology, which has now become central to our daily lives, 
leaves a significant footprint and contributes to changing climates that disproportionately affect 
Indigenous people. As we make use of this digital format, it is imperative that we recognize the 
Indigenous Land, regardless of our geographical location. It is land once occupied and inhabited by 
hundreds of Native tribes and stolen from these Indigenous people by European settlers. The 
genocide and forced removal of Indigenous people from these lands is a history that must be 
acknowledged, and the current struggles of Indigenous people must be brought to the forefront, so 
that their plight is never forgotten.  

This digital land acknowledgement is inspired by the work of producer & artist Adrianne Wong. Learn more here.  

https://www.folda.ca/land-acknowledgement/
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

WANDACHRISTINE (playwright) is a proud Ensemble member of American Blues Theater. She 
has starred on many stages throughout the country in notable productions as the touring 
company of Fences, The Vagina Monologues, Gee’s Bend, and Thyestes. For her work in Old 
Settler, she received a Joseph Jefferson Award nomination for Supporting Actress and a Best 
Actress nomination for the noted Ruby Dee/Black Theater Alliance Award. For her work in 
American Blues Theater’s production of Beauty’s Daughter, she won the Ruby Dee/Black 
Theater Alliance Award for her solo performance. She’s toured regionally in Danai Gurira’s 
(“Black Panther” & “Walking Dead”) production of Familiar as well as the San Diego’s Old 
Globe production. Other recent productions include A Wonder in My Soul at Baltimore Center 

Stage and Incendiary at Goodman Theater. In film she’s worked alongside Whoopie Goldberg in “Clara’s Heart” and 
starred in the hit comedy as Mrs. Jones in “Me and Mrs. Jones” with Kym Fields. She’s appeared in the television series 
“Chicago PD”, numerous commercials, and voiced the animated characters in “The PJ’s”, “The Justice League”, and 
“Scarface” the video game. She’s written a fiction novel, “I Love You More…Than Shoes!” about four actresses over 50 
years old still trying to make it in Hollywood; she working on a Zoom production of the popular novel. As a playwright, 
she’s written for American Blues Theater’s Ripped Festival for 3 years. Her newest play, Yes, My Name is…Lucy! was 
commissioned by Ensemble member Chuck Smith. When they met, he explained how it was important for the world to 
know who Lucy Montgomery was and how instrumental she was in the Civil Rights movement; to the election of the 
late Harold Washington and all of Chicago. “I’m proud to bring Lucy to life in American Blues Theater’s The Room – 
reading series.  Thank you to my American Blues Family for continuing to support me not only as an Actress and as a 
Playwright as well.  I LOVE YOU ALL....MORE THAN ALL THE SHOES IN THE WORLD!”  

CHUCK SMITH (director) is a proud Ensemble member of American Blues Theater. At Blues, he 
directed Leroi Jones’ Dutchman and Pearl Cleage’s Flyin’ West. He is a member of Goodman 
Theatre’s Board of Trustees and is Goodman Theatre’s Resident Director. He is also a resident 
director at the Westcoast Black Theatre Troupe in Sarasota, Florida. Goodman credits include 
the Chicago premieres of Pullman Porter Blues; By the Way, Meet Vera Stark; Race; The Good 
Negro; Proof; and The Story; the world premieres of By the Music of the Spheres and The Gift 
Horse; James Baldwin’s The Amen Corner, which transferred to Boston’s Huntington Theatre 
Company, where it won the Independent Reviewers of New England (IRNE) Award for Best 
Direction; A Raisin in the Sun; Blues for an Alabama Sky; August Wilson’s Two Trains 

Running and Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom; Objects in the Mirror; Having Our Say; Ain’t Misbehavin’; the 1993 to 1995 
productions of A Christmas Carol; Crumbs From the Table of Joy; Vivisections from a Blown Mind; and The Meeting. He 
served as dramaturg for the Goodman’s world-premiere production of August Wilson’s Gem of the Ocean. He directed 
the New York premiere of Knock Me a Kiss and The Hooch for the New Federal Theatre and the world premiere 
of Knock Me a Kiss at Chicago’s Victory Gardens Theater, where his other directing credits include Master Harold… and 
the Boys, Home, Dame Lorraine, and Eden, for which he received a Jeff Award nomination. Regionally, Mr. Smith 
directed Death and the King’s Horseman (Oregon Shakespeare Festival), Birdie Blue (Seattle Repertory Theatre), The 
Story (Milwaukee Repertory Theater), Blues for an Alabama Sky (Alabama Shakespeare Festival), and The Last 
Season (Robey Theatre Company). At Columbia College he was facilitator of the Theodore Ward Prize playwriting 
contest for 20 years and editor of the contest anthologies Seven Black Plays and Best Black Plays. He won a Chicago 
Emmy Award as associate producer/theatrical director for the NBC teleplay Crime of Innocence and was theatrical 
director for the Emmy-winning Fast Break to Glory and the Emmy-nominated The Martin Luther King Suite. He was a 
founding member of the Chicago Theatre Company, where he served as artistic director for four seasons and directed 
the Jeff-nominated Suspenders and the Jeff-winning musical Po’. His directing credits include productions at Fisk 
University, Roosevelt University, Eclipse Theatre, ETA, Black Ensemble Theater, Northlight Theatre, MPAACT, Congo 
Square Theatre, The New Regal Theater, Kuumba Theatre Company, Fleetwood-Jourdain Theatre, Pegasus Players, the 
Timber Lake Playhouse in Mt. Carroll, Illinois, the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, and the University of 
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

 
Wisconsin in Madison. He is a 2003 inductee into the Chicago State University Gwendolyn Brooks Center’s Literary Hall 
of Fame and a 2001 Chicago Tribune Chicagoan of the Year. He is the proud recipient of the 1982 Paul Robeson Award 
and the 1997 Award of Merit presented by the Black Theater Alliance of Chicago.  

DEANNA DUNAGAN (Lucy Hassell Montgomery) returns to American Blues Theater where, in 
1989, she first appeared as “Abbie” in Desire Under the Elms, (After Dark Award) in the 
company’s first Equity show. That illustrious cast included current and former ensemble 
members Dennis Cockrum, Jim Leaming, Ed Blatchford, and Marty Higginbotham, under the 
direction of William Payne. She is best known for originating the role of “Violet” in Tracy 
Letts’s August: Osage County which premiered at Steppenwolf Theatre Company and traveled 
to Broadway (Tony, Drama Desk Awards), the National in London and Sydney, Australia. She 
most recently appeared in Chicago at Goodman Theatre as “Nancy Reagan” in Blnd Date. 
Other Chicago credits include: Death Tax (Lookingglass Theatre Company, where she is an 

artistic associate); Marvin’s Room (Shattered Globe Theatre); A Little Night Music (Writers’ Theatre); A Delicate 
Balance (Remy Bumppo Theatre, After Dark Award); and James Joyce’s The Dead (Court Theater, Jeff Award). Film 
credits include: M. Night Shyamalayn’s The Visit (Fright Meter Award); the yet to be released So Cold The River; 
and Stillwater with Matt Damon. Television credits include: The Exorcist, The Strain, and Chicago Med.  

CAMILLE ROBINSON (Sarah James) is a proud Artistic Affiliate of American Blues Theater. She 
has been with the company since 2016, after making her debut in the critically-acclaimed 
production of Little Shop of Horrors. She has also appeared in 4 productions of Blues’ smash 
holiday tradition, It’s a Wonderful Life: Live in Chicago!. In the 8 years that Camille has been a 
professional actor, she has been on many stages in the greater Chicagoland area. Some of her 
favorites include: Firebrand Theatre, Paramount Theatre, Victory Gardens Theater, Goodman 
Theatre, Drury Lane Theatre and American Blues Theater, of course! Camille can also be seen 
as Nurse Tanya on NBC’s Chicago Med. She is a member of SAG-AFTRA and Actors’ Equity 
Association and represented by Gray Talent Group. camille-robinson.com      

CARA PARRISH (stage manager) is a proud Artistic Affiliate of American Blues Theater where is 
also the Human Resources Coordinator. Chicago credits: Gem of the Ocean, Electra, Hard 
Problem, Photograph 51, Five Guys Named Moe, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, & Lady From 
the Sea (Court Theatre); WITCH, Port Authority, Yellow Moon, The Letters, The Caretaker, 
Death of a Streetcar Named Virginia Woolf, & The Blond, The Brunette, and the Vengeful 
Redhead (Writers Theatre); Too Heavy for Your Pocket & The Vibrator Play (TimeLine Theatre 
Company); James and the Giant Peach (Drury Lane Theatre Oakbrook); Jabari Dreams of 
Freedom (Chicago Children’s Theatre); Romeo and Juliet, & Emma (Chicago Shakespeare 
Theatre); Beauty’s Daughter & Buddy: The Buddy Holly Story (American Blues Theater). Cara is 

a proud member of Actors’ Equity Association.  

SIMONE A. ALLEN (dramaturg) is an interdisciplinary storyteller and literary consultant who 
recently graduated from The New School.  

http://camille-robinson.com/
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ABOUT LUCY HASSELL MONTGOMERY 

Lucy Hassell Montgomery, 90, the former wife of Post cereal 
heir Kenneth F. Montgomery and a philanthropist who gave 
hundreds of thousands of dollars—if not more—to civil rights 
groups, the anti-war movement, numerous liberal and radical 
causes and the arts since the 1960s, died Monday, June 25, in 
her Hyde Park home after a long illness. 

Called the "most famous of Chicago's feminine left-wingers" 
by Chicago's American in 1969, Mrs. Montgomery often is 
remembered for marching in a mink coat alongside student 
demonstrators and for demonstrating with Martin Luther 
King Jr., supporting the Black Panther Party and helping to 
fund the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. 

"Her character was so open and so warm and so 
compassionate, particularly to those who were in the 
struggle for equal rights," said U.S. Rep. Bobby Rush (D-
Illinois), who met her as the former Illinois coordinator for 
the Black Panthers. "She never made you feel uncomfortable at all in her presence. And everybody else in her home—
the elite, everyone—would have to accept you also. Lucy was so open and accepting with so many different types of 
people. And she never lost her class." 

Elegant and urbane, she retained the genteel southern drawl of her youth in North Carolina, and her 1947 marriage to 
Montgomery drew great attention within Chicago society. When her husband inherited millions from a wealthy aunt, 
Mrs. Montgomery helped him spend it on the progressive causes to which she was devoting increasing amounts of 
time. 

By the time the couple divorced in 1969, Mrs. Montgomery's causes occupied almost all her energy. 

"For a while I tried to do the expected things and things I wanted to do, and I found out they weren't compatible 
finally," she told the Tribune in 1973. "Now I don't pay any attention to society, and it doesn't pay any attention to me, 
by mutual agreement." 

Altruism and her youth in the South motivated Mrs. Montgomery, said labor leader and friend Carole Travis. 

"Nobody was funding civil rights organizations that would bring serious change," she said. 

Mrs. Montgomery had trained to be an English teacher at Salem College for Girls in Winston-Salem but became a New 
Deal-era county welfare administrator in North Carolina after graduation. She described that period in Studs Terkel's 
1970 book "Hard Times: An Oral History of the Great Depression" under the pseudonym "Diana Morgan." 

After moving to Washington in 1934, she married AFL-CIO General Counsel Thomas E. Harris and got her first taste of 
activism by picketing with the League of Women Shoppers, a group protesting the cost of groceries. She came to 
Chicago after marrying Montgomery, and together they established a nursery school for inner-city children and helped 
fund notable African-American business ventures, including Seaway Bank. 

Her activism and notoriety hit a peak in the 1960s when Mrs. Montgomery served on the executive committee of the 

Yes... My Name is LUCY! is about Chicago philanthropist Lucy Hassell Montgomery. Below is Mrs. Montgomery’s obituary,  
published in the Chicago Tribune on June 27, 2001. 

Lucy Montgomery listed as an “army spy target”. Mrs. 
Montgomery was among 800 Illinois individuals included in  
a “subversives file” maintained by the Army in the late 
1960s/early 1970s. 
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ABOUT LUCY HASSELL MONTGOMERY 

 

NAACP, campaigned for Eugene McCarthy, received the Clarence Darrow Humanitarian Award, trained volunteers for 
the Mississippi Student Project and attended the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee conference in a coat 
by Christian Dior. 

Youths streamed in and out of her Old Town home, a safe-house for activists at the time. 

"I don't think she kept a lock on her door," said Terkel, a friend. "She could easily have been the doyenne of Chicago 
society if she so chose, but she didn't. So she put her dough, her thoughts in the civil rights movement and the peace 
movement." 

Mrs. Montgomery helped found Women for Peace, was a member of the Civil Rights Committee of the American Civil 
Liberties Union and financed the Center for Constitutional Rights and the Southern Poverty Law Center. 

"You would find her at places at 2 o'clock in the morning addressing envelopes and licking stamps," political consultant 
Don Rose said. "There were some people who were givers and some people who were workers, and she was both." 

She supported the aldermanic campaigns of A.A. "Sammy" Rayner Jr. and William Cousins Jr. in the late-1960s and was 
a key contributor to Harold Washington's first mayoral campaign in the early-1980s. 

Though her energy waned in later years, her support for organizations and out-of-the-mainstream individuals never 
did; aside from her collection of African art, Mrs. Montgomery had spent down her fortune by her death, Travis said. 

Mrs. Montgomery is survived by a daughter, Rita Heyden, and two sons, Marvin Harris and Kenneth H. Montgomery. 

Lucy Montgomery being interviewed in her home in 1969. 

Sources: Chicago Tribune, Hood College, & School of Art Institute of Chicago - Video Data Bank 
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John Lewis was an American statesman and civil 
rights leader who served in the United States House of 
Representatives for Georgia's 5th congressional 
district from 1987 until his death in 2020.  

As a student, Lewis was dedicated to the civil rights 
movement. He organized sit-ins at segregated lunch 
counters in Nashville and took part in many other civil 
rights activities as part of the Nashville Student 
Movement. Lewis was arrested and jailed many times in 
the nonviolent movement to desegregate the city's 
downtown area. He was also instrumental in organizing 
bus boycotts and other nonviolent protests to support 
voting rights and racial equality  

In 1961, Lewis became one of the 13 original Freedom 
Riders. They were seven blacks and six whites determined 
to ride from Washington, D.C. to New Orleans in an 
integrated fashion. The Freedom Ride was initiated to 
pressure the federal government to enforce the Supreme 
Court decision in Boynton v. Virginia (1960) that declared 
segregated interstate bus travel to be unconstitutional.  

He was the chairman of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) from 1963 to 1966. Lewis 
was one of the "Big Six" leaders of groups who organized 
the 1963 March on Washington. He fulfilled many key 
roles in the civil rights movement and its actions to end 
legalized racial segregation in the United States. In 1965, 
Lewis led the first of three Selma to Montgomery 
marches across the Edmund Pettus Bridge. In an incident 
which became known as Bloody Sunday, state troopers 
and police attacked the marchers, including Lewis. 

A member of the Democratic Party, Lewis was first elected 
to Congress in 1986 and served 17 terms in the U.S. House 
of Representatives. Due to his length of service, he 
became the dean of the Georgia congressional delegation. 
The district he represented included most of Atlanta. 

He was a leader of the Democratic Party in the U.S. House 
of Representatives, serving from 1991 as a Chief Deputy 
Whip and from 2003 as Senior Chief Deputy Whip. Lewis 
received many honorary degrees and awards, including 
the Presidential Medal of Freedom. 

In Yes...My Name is LUCY!, “Lucy” describes Congressman John Lewis as the “man who changed my life forever.” Below is a brief 
overview of the life and work of Congressman Lewis. 

ABOUT JOHN LEWIS 

Source: Wikipedia 

John Lewis receiving the Presidential Medal of Freedom from President Barack Obama in 2011. 
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ESSAY FROM JOHN LEWIS 

While my time here has now come to an end, I want you to know that in the last days and hours of my life you inspired 
me. You filled me with hope about the next chapter of the great American story when you used your power to make a 
difference in our society. Millions of people motivated simply by human compassion laid down the burdens of division. 
Around the country and the world you set aside race, class, age, language and nationality to demand respect for human 
dignity. 

That is why I had to visit Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, though I was admitted to the hospital the following 
day. I just had to see and feel it for myself that, after many years of silent witness, the truth is still marching on. 

Emmett Till was my George Floyd. He was my Rayshard Brooks, Sandra Bland and Breonna Taylor. He was 14 when he 
was killed, and I was only 15 years old at the time. I will never ever forget the moment when it became so clear that he 
could easily have been me. In those days, fear constrained us like an imaginary prison, and troubling thoughts of 
potential brutality committed for no understandable reason were the bars. 

Though I was surrounded by two loving parents, plenty of brothers, sisters and cousins, their love could not protect me 
from the unholy oppression waiting just outside that family circle. Unchecked, unrestrained violence and government-
sanctioned terror had the power to turn a simple stroll to the store for some Skittles or an innocent morning jog down a 
lonesome country road into a nightmare. If we are to survive as one unified nation, we must discover what so readily 
takes root in our hearts that could rob Mother Emanuel Church in South Carolina of her brightest and best, shoot 
unwitting concertgoers in Las Vegas and choke to death the hopes and dreams of a gifted violinist like Elijah McClain. 

Like so many young people today, I was searching for a way out, or some might say a way in, and then I heard the voice 
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on an old radio. He was talking about the philosophy and discipline of nonviolence. He said 
we are all complicit when we tolerate injustice. He said it is not enough to say it will get better by and by. He said each 
of us has a moral obligation to stand up, speak up and speak out. When you see something that is not right, you must 
say something. You must do something. Democracy is not a state. It is an act, and each generation must do its part to 
help build what we called the Beloved Community, a nation and world society at peace with itself. 

Ordinary people with extraordinary vision can redeem the soul of America by getting in what I call good trouble, 
necessary trouble. Voting and participating in the democratic process are key. The vote is the most powerful nonviolent 
change agent you have in a democratic society. You must use it because it is not guaranteed. You can lose it. 

You must also study and learn the lessons of history because humanity has been involved in this soul-wrenching, 
existential struggle for a very long time. People on every continent have stood in your shoes, through decades and 
centuries before you. The truth does not change, and that is why the answers worked out long ago can help you find 
solutions to the challenges of our time. Continue to build union between movements stretching across the globe 
because we must put away our willingness to profit from the exploitation of others. 

Though I may not be here with you, I urge you to answer the highest calling of your heart and stand up for what you 
truly believe. In my life I have done all I can to demonstrate that the way of peace, the way of love and nonviolence is 
the more excellent way. Now it is your turn to let freedom ring. 

When historians pick up their pens to write the story of the 21st century, let them say that it was your generation who 
laid down the heavy burdens of hate at last and that peace finally triumphed over violence, aggression and war. So I say 
to you, walk with the wind, brothers and sisters, and let the spirit of peace and the power of everlasting love be your 
guide. 

The below was published in The New York Times on July 30, 2020, under the title “Together, You Can Redeem the Soul of Our 
Nation”. John Lewis, the civil rights leader who died on July 17, wrote this essay shortly before his death, to be published upon the 
day of his funeral. You can read this piece on The New York Times’ website here. 

Source: The New York Times 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/30/opinion/john-lewis-civil-rights-america.html
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THEN & NOW: SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE & BLACK LIVES MATTER 

One of the organizations that Lucy Hassell Montgomery supported was the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). Below 
is an overview of the SCLC, and on the next page—a look at the Black Lives Matter movement. 

Photos (clockwise from top): Martin Luther King, Jr. (1964); the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom (1963); 
the third Selma to Montgomery march (1965). Source: The King Institute at Stanford University & Wikipedia. 
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THEN & NOW: SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE & BLACK LIVES MATTER 

 

Like the Southern Christian Leadership Conference was at the forefront of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s, Black Lives Matter 
is one of the leading forces in today’s fight for racial justice & equity. Learn more & join the movement at blacklivesmatter.com. 

Photos (left to right): Black Lives Matter logo; a Black Lives Matter rally in San Francisco (2016). 
Sources: Black Lives Matter & Wikipedia. 

https://blacklivesmatter.com/
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THEN & NOW: THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY  
& ASSATA’S DAUGHTERS 

Lucy Hassell Montgomery was also a supporter of the Black Panther Party of Chicago. Below is an overview about the Black Panther 
Party, and on the next page—a look at a contemporary organization inspired by the Black Panther Party. 

Photos (clockwise from top): Five of the original members of the Black Panther Party (1966); Bobby Seale 
and Huey P. Newton; an attendee of the Black Panther Party convention (1970). Source: Wikipedia. 
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THEN & NOW: THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY  
& ASSATA’S DAUGHTERS 

The vision of the original Black Panther Party has inspired many organizations, one of which is Assata’s Daughters — a Chicago-
based abolitionist organization named after Black Panther Assata Shakur. Learn more & support their work at assatasdaughters.org. 

Photos (left to right): Assata’s Daughters’ logo; a sign with a Assata Shakur quote at a protest. 
Sources: Assata’s Daughters & Wikipedia. 

https://www.assatasdaughters.org/
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THEN & NOW: STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE & CHICAGO FREEDOM SCHOOL 

Lucy Hassell Montgomery attended the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) conference and supported the group’s 
work. Below is an overview about the SNCC, and on the next page—a look at a contemporary organization inspired by SNCC’s work. 

Photos (clockwise from top): members of the SNCC; a SNCC-organized meeting on voter registration (1963); a 
replication of an SNCC pin. Sources: The King Institute at Stanford University, Wikipedia, & SNCC Digital Gateway. 
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THEN & NOW: STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE & CHICAGO FREEDOM SCHOOL 

 

The Chicago Freedom School was inspired by the freedom schools established by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 
Learn more about Chicago Freedom School and support their work at chicagofreedomschool.org. 

Photos (left to right): Chicago Freedom School’s logo; CFS students at a press conference (2020). 
Sources: Chicago Freedom School & Block Club Chicago. 

https://chicagofreedomschool.org/
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Many of us have referred to ourselves as allies with the 
understanding that it refers to people who use their 
privilege to act in solidarity with oppressed people. 
However, many activists now bristle at the word “ally” 
and how people have used it to claim that they are 

supportive of a cause or community without having to 
actually engage in meaningful action or build 
meaningful relationships. As well-intentioned as the 
term is, its use is now fraught, leaving many of us 
questioning how to show up in social justice 
movements. 

“The thing I don’t like about the word ally is that it is  
so wrought with guilt and shame and grief that it 
prevents people from doing what they ought to do,” 
says Alicia Garza. 

Allyship today, whether it’s with Black Lives Matter or 
LGBTQ rights or other movements, is often characterized by profuse emotional outpouring yet severe 
inaction. With so many tragedies happening almost daily, it is easy for movements and their allies to be 
overcome with grief and sadness, so much so that continuing the movement work seems impossible. But, as 
Alicia points out, what movements need are people who are ready to act, who are ready to conspire. 

“Co-conspiracy is about what we do in action, not just in language,” says Garza, “It is about moving through 
guilt and shame and recognizing that we did not create none of this stuff. And so what we are taking 
responsibility for is the power that we hold to transform our conditions.” 

During this year’s international learning exchange in South Africa, Movement Makers encountered a similar 
dichotomy between ally and comrade. For Karen Tronsgard-Scott, Executive Director of Vermont Network 
Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, she grappled with this following our meeting with Shirley Gunn, a 

former member of Umkhonto we Sizwe, the armed wing of the African National Congress. 

“I remember that Shirley leaned forward in her chair and proclaimed, ‘I am not an ally. I was never an ally, I 
am a comrade. I was tortured and fought side by side with other MK members. I am a comrade!’” wrote 
Karen in her blog post about allyship versus comradeship. 

After this encounter with Shirley, Karen began to see the ways in which she operated as an ally rather than as 
co-conspirator in her role as an executive director. This realization was troubling but pushed Karen to 
imagine ways she can transform herself and use her privilege as a woman in leadership. 

“To be a comrade is to be fierce and to take action to upend the status quo…I would be willing to risk social 
standing, ambition, and acceptance by my peers to do the right thing.” 

The below article, titled “Ally or co-conspirator?: What it means to act #InSolidarity”, was published on the Move to End Violence 
website on September 7, 2016. It has been edited here for length. You can read the full article here. 

FROM ALLY TO 
CO-CONSPIRATOR 

https://movetoendviolence.org/blog/ally-co-conspirator-means-act-insolidarity/
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This isn’t about semantics or about replacing the word “ally” with the words “comrade” or “co-conspirator”. 
This is about truly challenging ourselves to become better partners, comrades, and co-conspirators to the 
movements we stand in solidarity with. 

Being a comrade requires taking risks. Making that leap from allyship to co-conspirator may seem daunting, 
but, as Alicia Garza breaks it down in the interview, the very first step is simply showing up. Showing up in 
ways beyond posting the obligatory Facebook post. Showing up in ways that leverage the power and privilege 
we hold toward supporting on-the-ground leadership. Showing up in ways that demonstrate a commitment 
to the movement, even if that means risking one’s social status, livelihood, and sometimes, in Shirley Gunn’s 
case, one’s life. 

The below graphic is from the Cultural Equity Learning Community (CELC). It illustrates how one can 
move from being an ally to being an accomplice to being a co-conspirator.  

It’s important to note that an individual can be at different points in their journey to becoming a co-
conspirator within different social movements. For example, someone could be a co-conspirator in the 
fight for LGBTQ+ rights, but still only an ally in the fight for racial justice and equity. Self-reflection is an 
important tool here as one moves away from allyship and towards action. 

I care about a cause, and  
think it has value, but perhaps 
I’m not actually acting on said 
cause. 
 

Performative allyship is 
dangerous.  

I care about a cause, and I’m willing to act 
affirmatively towards said cause, but I may not  
be willing to divest my privilege for said cause.  

I care about a cause, I act 
affirmatively towards said cause 
and I actively divest from my 
comfort, and privilege, in the 
pursuit of said cause.  
 

Co-conspiratorship is the 
intersection of personal 
responsibility and structural 
dismantling. 

CO-CONSPIRATOR 

ACCOMPLICE 

ALLY ACTIVATION 
CYCLE 

FROM ALLY TO 
CO-CONSPIRATOR 

Sources: Move to End Violence & Cultural Equity Learning Community 

https://www.culturalequitylc.org/
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1. FUNDRAISING MUST BE GROUNDED IN RACE, EQUITY, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE. 
The conversations around fundraising must move beyond diversifying donors and tapping into marginalized 
communities to give. It must move toward sometimes uncomfortable discussions regarding race and wealth 
disparities, and more. While many of us are already having these conversations with our boards, colleagues, and 
even volunteers, donors have mainly been exempt from participating in these crucial conversations, which is a 
disservice to our donors, and to the sector. 

 

2. INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONAL MISSIONS ARE NOT AS IMPORTANT AS THE 
COLLECTIVE COMMUNITY. 
Our missions are interrelated but we have all been trained to prioritize our organization’s mission first, to raise as 
much money as possible for our individual mission. The community is best served if we see ourselves as part of a 
larger ecosystem working collectively to build a just society. 

 

3. NONPROFITS ARE GENEROUS WITH AND MUTUALLY SUPPORTIVE OF ONE 
ANOTHER. 
Nonprofits need to see and treat one another not as competitors but as critical partners with the common mission 
of strengthening the community.  We must collaborate with organizations whose missions are interconnected with 
ours and support them to ensure they are also strong. 

 

4. ALL WHO ENGAGE IN STRENGTHENING THE COMMUNITY ARE EQUALLY 
VALUED, WHETHER VOLUNTEER, STAFF, DONOR, OR BOARD MEMBER. 
We currently respect, appreciate, recognize, and build relationships with our donors, and we must use those same 
principles with others in the sector, including staff, board members, volunteers, and clients. 

 

5. TIME IS VALUED EQUALLY AS MONEY. 
Time is the only resource we cannot make more of, and thus, the donation of time must be valued as much as the 
donation of money. We must appreciate those who contribute time, and talent, and connections to marginalized 
communities as much as we appreciate those who contribute money. 

 

6. WE TREAT DONORS AS PARTNERS, AND THIS MEANS THAT WE ARE 
TRANSPARENT, ASSUME THE BEST INTENTIONS, AND OCCASIONALLY HAVE 
DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS. 
Many fundraisers are afraid of having honest conversations with donors. We must have honest, respectful 
conversations to be effective, including strong disagreements as needed, with our donors. We must create 
opportunities for donors to further their understanding of the complexity of this work, and we must respectfully 
and firmly push back when donors do or say things that may be detrimental to our work or to the community we 
are serving. 

 

Lucy Hassell Montgomery was a philanthropist who supported civil rights groups, the anti-war movement, the arts, and more from 
the 1960s until her death in 2001. The language and practices surrounding equity in philanthropy have evolved significantly since 
the 1960s. Today, the principles of equitable, anti-racist fundraising are essential for all nonprofits and donors. 

Community Centric Fundraising has created a fundraising model grounded in equity and social justice. Below are their 10 core 
principles for community-centric fundraising, edited here for length. You can read the full, detailed list of principles, and learn more 
about the Community Centric Fundraising movement here. 

THE PRINCIPLES OF 
EQUITABLE FUNDRAISING 

https://communitycentricfundraising.org/ccf-principles/
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THE PRINCIPLES OF 
EQUITABLE FUNDRAISING 

7. WE FOSTER A SENSE OF BELONGING, NOT OTHERING. 
We must be careful to avoid “othering” the people we serve and reinforcing the savior complex. We must use 
fundraising to ensure everyone feel a sense of belonging. We must authentically partner with our community 
members when asking them to be involved in fundraising efforts. 

 

8. WE PROMOTE THE UNDERSTANDING THAT EVERYONE (DONORS, STAFF, 
FUNDERS, BOARD MEMBERS, VOLUNTEERS) PERSONALLY BENEFITS FROM 
ENGAGING IN THE WORK OF SOCIAL JUSTICE – IT’S NOT JUST CHARITY AND 
COMPASSION. 
Some call it “enlightened self-interest,” this belief that by investing in others and in the common good, we also 
personally benefit. It’s not just compassion or a sense of pity. Getting donors to see they and their families 
personally benefit from their donations will lead to stronger investment in their community, which will strengthen 
the community. We must avoid creating a sense of charity or pity among donors toward other community 
members and instead encourage donors to see how they and their families also benefit from the work they are 
donating to sustain. 

 

9. WE SEE THE WORK OF SOCIAL JUSTICE AS HOLISTIC AND TRANSFORMATIVE, 
NOT TRANSACTIONAL. 
We need to get people to see the work as a whole and not reinforce transactional thinking (like the tendency to 
focus on the split between program costs and “overhead,” or the division of our clients into discreet units 
supported by different individual donors). We need to get donors to see and appreciate that many elements are 
needed to make things run. 

 

10. WE RECOGNIZE THAT HEALING AND LIBERATION REQUIRES A COMMITMENT 
TO ECONOMIC JUSTICE. 
We also must recognize that healing and liberation requires a commitment to economic justice. This involves 
fundraisers and donors grappling with and addressing the root causes of inequity, including the destructive effects 
of capitalism and how we may be complicit in furthering them through our practices. 

Source: Community Centric Fundraising. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

Assata’s Daughters  
A grassroots intergenerational collective of radical Black 
women located in the city of Chicago. 

Black Lives Matter 
Global network builds power to bring justice, healing, and 
freedom to Black people across the globe. 

Chicago Community Bond Fund 
Pays bonds for people whose communities cannot afford 
to pay the bonds themselves and who have been 
impacted by structural violence.  

DuSable Museum of African American History 
Chicago museum that promotes understanding and 

inspires appreciation of the achievements, contributions, 
and experiences of African Americans. 

Glasner Studio by Edgar Miller 
Historic home where Lucy Hassell Montgomery lived from 
1969-1985.  

NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund 
America’s premier legal organization fighting for racial 
justice.  

Southern Poverty Law Center 
A catalyst for racial justice in the South and beyond. 

Association of Black Psychologists Self-Care 
Tool Kit 
A self-care tool kit for families & communities. Written in 
English and Spanish. 

Black Emotional & Mental Health Collective  
Collective committed to the emotional/mental health and 
healing of Black communities.  

 

Racial Trauma Resources 
Racial trauma resources compiled by the Borough of 
Manhattan Community College. 

Resources for Black Healing 
Black healing resources from the University of North 
Carolina Wilmington Counseling Center. 

Safe Black Space 
Creates opportunities for Black people to heal and thrive.  

RESOURCES FOR EMOTIONAL AND RACIAL TRAUMA 
Those looking for or needing counseling or a safe space to heal from emotional or racial trauma, below are some 

resources that can help provide you with the tools and information that you may need.  

REMEMBER TO VOTE! 
Below are some important voting deadlines for the city of 
Chicago. Register to vote, request your mail-in ballot, find 

early voting locations, & more at chicagoelections.gov 
 

 October 18: Deadline to register to vote online. In-
person registration continues through Election Day. 

 October 14 - November 2: In-person early voting period. 
Secure drop boxes for mail-in ballots available at all 
early voting locations. 

 October 29: Deadline to request a mail-in ballot. 

 November 3: Election Day. All mail-in ballots must be 
postmarked by this date. 

American Blues Theater is currently selling 
“vote” t-shirts & hoodies, with a portion of the 
proceeds going to Chicago Votes. Contact 
Director of Patron Services Suzy Robertson to 
purchase: SuzyR@AmericanBluesTheater.com 

https://www.assatasdaughters.org/
https://blacklivesmatter.com/?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=7099b90d1a350f88508af68193bcc61eee3d688d-1596544322-0-AdG816a0UEe1XWrV-sfrjvucB-BfQ0rTWswZhUUZWnJmboCSHo6a1XRDsRWwm-C8f-A6SBhTnwpN76P5T5IaT_JzdV0bePJMjmPjyaEbMTORWdC-O6MoPZRPj0tgKMm8IH2wxhnl5ApBTBg8LyXxoqPQNLG
https://chicagobond.org/
https://www.dusablemuseum.org/
http://www.chicagohousemuseums.org/home/edgar-miller
https://www.naacpldf.org/
https://www.splcenter.org/
https://www.abpsi.org/pdf/FamilyCommunitySelfCareToolKit.pdf
https://www.abpsi.org/pdf/FamilyCommunitySelfCareToolKit.pdf
https://www.beam.community/
https://www.bmcc.cuny.edu/student-affairs/racial-injustice/racial-trauma-resources/
https://uncw.edu/counseling/documents/resources-for-black-healing_updated_6_1_2020.pdf
https://www.safeblackspace.org/
https://chicagoelections.gov/en/home.html
https://chicagovotes.com/
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Winner of American Theatre Wing’s prestigious National Theatre Company Award, American Blues Theater is 

a premier arts organization with an intimate environment that patrons, artists, and all Chicagoans call 

home.  American Blues Theater explores the American identity through the plays it produces and 

communities it serves. 

We believe in cooperative collaborations both on and off-stage. We provide community service for many not

-for-profits, such as the Chicago Public Schools, The Night Ministry, Chicago House, Suits for Success, 

Misericordia, and the USO.  Since 2009, we’ve held food, book, & clothing drives, distributed promotional 

tickets, and raised awareness for children’s surgeries and health needs. We donate proceeds from “Pediatric 

Previews” to St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. 

Our diverse and multi-generational 30-member Ensemble has nearly 600 combined years of collaboration on 

stage. As of 2020, our theater and artists have 221 Joseph Jefferson Awards and nominations that celebrate 

excellence in Chicago theater and 40 Black Theater Alliance Awards. Our artists are honored with Pulitzer 

Prize nominations, Academy Awards, Golden Globe Awards, Emmy Awards, and numerous other accolades. 

American Blues Theater is committed to developing the classic plays and musicals of tomorrow. More than 

half of our mainstage productions are world and Chicago premieres. Our new play development consists of a 

variety of programs – including world and Chicago premieres, the nationally-recognized Blue Ink Playwriting 

Award, Blueprint play development, and annual Ripped: the Living Newspaper Festival of new short-plays.  

ABOUT AMERICAN BLUES THEATER 

Our monthly reading series, The Room, kicked off in August 
with a sold out Zoom reading of A Shot: #A Love Story  
Inspired by Black Lives Matter by Gloria Bond Clunie. 

 

Upcoming The Room readings include: 
 

SEPTEMBER: 
Yes, My Name is Lucy by Wandachristine 
 
OCTOBER: 
Alma by Benjamine Benne 
 
NOVEMBER: 
Days of Decision by Zachary Stevenson 
Songs by Phil Ochs  
 
DECEMBER: 
Red Bike by Caridad Svich 
 

More to be announced soon! 


